
Foundational Cornerstones
     

Tri Pro’s mission is to provide a total packaging solution that is as unique as your product.
Using our four cornerstones, we work to create an attractive product with 

maximum protection while working faster and smarter.

Our Innovation Team is expert at designing packages that optimize 
material usage, create minimal waste and maximize protection. 
Furthermore, Right-sized packages will lead to lower freight costs. 
All of our designs take into consideration the actual shipping weight 
vs. the dimensional weight of a shipment. Our goal is to minimize the 
impact of the UPS/FedEx dimensional weight guidelines.

Driven by data intelligence and optimized to reduce time, effort 
and waste, our solutions can increase throughput and decrease 
total costs. We seek to improve packaging speeds, improve 
packaging performance and produce easy to use designs. 
We introduce ideas for better packaging!

First impressions are everything. Attractive, protective, intuitive 
packages that open easily and can be reused or disposed of effortlessly 
have a lasting impact on customer loyalty. Our Innovation group will 
assist you in creating a positive branding image by enhancing the 
total overall appearance inside and out. We will create an 
"unboxing" experience that is as unique as your product!
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Thinking inside the box
Your products are our business

For additional information and videos 
please experience our website at 

tri-pro.net
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Packaging
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Corporate
Branding

You have worked hard creating your product. Now let us help you 
package it accordingly. Together we will take careful consideration 
to ensure that your product is properly protected throughout the 
distribution journey. Damage reduction means less wasted time, 
resources, and materials. It also ensures that your customer will have 
the right experience with your brand on the first try!
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